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In today’s business environment, where change happens in real 
time and accuracy is paramount, maintaining the integrity of 
your customers’ sensitive data and communication preferences 
isn’t just preferable. It’s critical. With the Relay™ Multi-Channel 
Communications Suite from Pitney Bowes, you can stay one 

step ahead of it all with precise, error-free mailings you can 
adapt in real time to evolving business needs and customer 
messaging preferences — even across channels — every time. 
Even better, it gives you an end-to-end solution you can use to 
transform your legacy platform into a future-proof one.

Shipping & Mailing
Multi-Channel Customer Communications

Future-proof the way 
you communicate.

Relay™ Multi-Channel Communications Suite

Stay ahead of changing billing and statement needs without disrupting  
your legacy systems.

http://pitneybowes.com/ca/relay


For more information, call 855 619 7974  
or visit us online: pitneybowes.com/ca

Stunning precision 
Enterprise-level mailing innovations like barcode scanning 
and file-based processing are made simple and affordable 
to ensure that the right mail—every page of it—makes it to 
the right customer, every time. And you also have the ability 
to enhance legacy documents with advanced color and 
graphics for greater brand consistency across channels.

Unique sending capabilities
The Relay Multi-Channel Communications Suite allows  
you to instantly transition print-based documents to  
digital delivery. 

Unprecedented flexibility  
Because the Relay Multi-Channel Communications Suite 
digitizes every document, multi-channel delivery and 
digitally archiving are easy. Connecting to onsite or  
cloud-based storage services is simple as well, without 
compromising sensitive data or adding IT support.

Adapts to existing systems 
Because the Relay Multi-Channel Communications Suite 
software system works seamlessly with your existing 
systems, technologies and documents, it frees you from 
your legacy platform limitations and future-proofs your 
communications, all with less spend and no production or 
equipment downtime. 

Your Legacy Print Stream

Stay ahead of your customers’ changing communication demands  
with a suite of products that adapts to your unique business needs. 
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Relay Communications Hub 
Communication Enhancement Software

Off-Premise Mailing

On-Premise Mailing

Relay Inserting Series 
Mail Assembly with Integrity

Digital Channels

Digital Sending and 
Document Archiving

RelayTM Multi-Channel  
Communications Suite
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